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but it is well that each new word that does appear should be
severely scrutinized.
The progress of arts and sciences gives occasion for the
large majority of new words ; for a new thing we must have
a new name; hence, for instance, motor^ argon> appendicitis.
It is interesting to see that the last word did not exist, or was
at least too obscure to be recorded, when the Oxford Dic-
tionary began to come out in 1888 ; we cannot do without
it now. Nor is there in the same volume any sign of argon>
which now has three pages of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
to itself. The discoverers of it are to be thanked for having
also invented for it a name that is short, intelligible to those
at least who know Greek, free of barbarism, and above all
pronounceable. As to barbarism, it might indeed be desired
that the man of science should always call in the man of
Greek composition as godfather to his gas or his process; but
it is a point of less importance. Every one has been told at
school how telegram ought to be telegrapheme; but by this
time we have long ceased to mourn for the extra syllable, and
begun seriously to consider whether the further shortening
into wire has not been resisted as long as honour demands.
Among other arts and sciences, that of lexicography
happens to have found convenient a neologism that may
here be used to help in the very slight classification required
for the new words we are more concerned with—that is, those
whose object is literary or general, and not scientific. A 'notice-
word ' (and the use might be extended to * nonce-phrase * and
* nonce-sense'—the latter not necessarily, though it may be
sometimes, equivalent to nonsense) is one that is constructed
to serve a need of the moment. * The writer is not seriously
putting forward his word as one that is for the future to have
an independent existence; he merely has a fancy to it for this
once. The motive may be laziness, avoidance of the obvious,
love of precision, or desire for a brevity or pregnancy that
the language as at present constituted does not seem to him
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